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FIGURE 6 Steps in sketching r : 2 * 2 cos 0

rn generar, * 
",rr:"j ;::T, 

* 
Tur,*, _ za cos o

arecircleswittrrarliuslalcenteredatthepointswithpolarcoordinates(a,tlZ)ag1a@,01,
respectively.

EXAMPLE 4 : Sketching the Graph of a Cardioid

Sketch a graph ofr:2 * 2 cos 0.

SOLUT|ON Instead of plotting points as in Example 3, we first sketch the graph of
r = 2 I 2 cos 0 in rectangular coordiuates in Figure 5. We can think of this graph as

a table of values that enables us to read at a glance the values of r that correspond to

increasing vahres of 0. For instance, we see that as 0 increases from 0 to Tl2, r (the

distance from O) decreases from 4 to 2, so we sketch the corresponding part of the

polar graph in Figure 6(a)- As g increases ftom rrf2 to rr, Figure 5 shows that r
decreases from 2 to 0, so we sketch the next part of the graph as iu Figure 6(b). As
g increases from z' to 3rr f2, r increases from 0 to 2, as shown in part (c). Fina[y, as

0 increases froa3r f2 to 2n, r increases from 2 to 4, as shown in part (d). If we let 0

increase beyond 2r or decrease beyoud 0, we would simply retrace ow path. Com-

bining the portions of the graph from parts (a) through (d) of Figure 6, we sketch the

complete graph in part (e).

2 cos 0 in *. NowTry Exercise 25

+ y')
The curve in Figure 6 is called a cardioid because it is head-shaped. In general, the

graph of any equation ofthe form

!
The polar equation r: 2 *
rectangular coordinaies is

(r'+ )' - Zx)? = 41*t

(see Section 8.1, Example 6(c)). The

simpler form of the polar equation

shows that it is more natural to describe

cardioids using polar coordinates.

r: a(l -r cos 0) or r -- a{l * sin 0)

is a cardioid.

EXAMPLE 5 : Sketching the Graph of a Four-Leaved Rose

Sketchthe curve r: cos20.

SOLUTION As in Example 4, we first sketch the graph of r : cos 2.0 ia rectangular

coordinates, as shown in ngUre 7. As 0 increases from 0 to rf 4, Figrue 7 shows that

r decreases from 1 to 0, so we draw the corresponding portion ofthe polar curve

in Figurg 8 (indicated by O). As 0 increases ftom rf 4 to qfz,the value.of r goes

from 0 to - L . This means that the distance from the origin increases ftom 0 to 1, but

iastead of being in Quadrant I, this portion of the polar curve (indicated by @) lies

on the opposite sidd of the origin in Quadrant Itr. The remainder of the curve is

drawn in a similar fashion, with the alrows and numbers indicating the order in

FIGURE 5 r:2 * 2 cos 0
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which the portious axe traced out. The resulting curve has four petals and is called a
four-leaved rose.

FIGU RE 7 Graph of r : cos 20 sketched in rectangular coordinates FIGURE 8 Four-leaved rose r : cos 20
sketched in polar coordinates

!$i NowTry Exercise 29

(a) Synrmetry about the polar axis

FIGURE 9

In general, the graph of an equation of the form

r: acosn9 or r: asinn?

is an z-leaved rose if z is odd or a?;n-leavedrose if z is even (as in Example 5).

tl Symmetry
In graphing a polar equation, it's often helpfid to take ad.vantage of symmeky. we list
tlree tests for symmetry; Figure 9 shows why these tests work

TESTS FOR SYMMETRY

1. If a polar equation is uuchanged when we replace 0 by -l,then the graph is
symmetric about the polar axii @gure 9(a)).

2. If the equation i, uaghnnged wheu we replace r by -r, or 0 by g + zr, then
th" gr.p[ is syrnmeric about the pole (Figure 9(b)).

3. If the equation is unchanged when we replace 0 by r - 0, then the graph is
qmmetric about the vertical line 0 : rlZ 6hey-axis) (Figure 9(c)).

(D) sfometry about the pole (c) Symmetry about the tine { : f

The graphs in Eigures 2,6(e), and 8 are symmetric about the polar axis. The graph
in Figure 8 is also symmetic about the pole. Figures 4 and 8 show graphs that are sym-
metric about 0 : o/2. Note that the four-leaved rose in Figure g ,*"t uu three tests
for symmetry-
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(b) Syrnmetry about the pole
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FIGURE 1O

FIGUREl2 r: sitr0+ sgr3(SelZ'1

In rectangular coordinates the zeros of the function y : f(r) correspoud to t1s
x-intercepts of the graph. In polar coordinates the zeros of the function r : ]1a; *" trr.
angles 0 at which the curve crosses the pole. The zeros help us sketch the g*pn, .* i,
illustated in the next example.'.

EXAMPLE 6 .- Using.Symmetry to Sketch a Limagon

Sketch a gaph of the equatioa r: 1 * 2 cos g.

SOLUTION We use the following as aids in sketching the graph.
. ._-1*- ..

Sypmgtgi: since the equation is unchanged when 0 is replaced by -|,the graph is
symmetric about the polar axis.

Ziios-, To find the zeros, we solve 
.

0: 1 * 2cos0

1cosS: --2

o:T.Y3'3
rgbfg ef yqiirer As inExample 4, we sketch the graph of r : L * z cos 0 in rect-
angular coordiaates to serve as a table of values (Figue 10).

. Now we sketchthe polar graph of r : 1 * 2 cos 0 from 0 : 0 to 0 : zrandtheu
use symrnetry to complete the graph in Figure 11.

The curve ia Figure 11 is called a limaqon, after the Middle Freuch word for snail.
In general, the graph of an equation of the form

r: a* bcos0 or r: a* bsin0

is alimagon. The shape of the limagon depends on the relative size of a and b (see ttre
box on the next page).

ra1 Graphing Polar Equations with Graphing Devices @E
Although it's useful to be able to sketch simple polar graphs by hand, we need a graph-
ing calculator or computer when the graph is as complicated as the one in Figure 12.
Forhruately, most grapbing calculators are capable of graphing polar equations directiy.

EXAMPLE 7 EI Drawing the Graph of a Potar Equation

Graph the equation r : cos(2|fi).

soLUTloN we need to determine the domain for 6. So we ask ourselves: How many
times must 0 go through a complete rotation (2a'radiaus) befor.e the graph starts.to
repeat itself? The graph repeats itself when the same value of r is obtained at 0 and
0 'f Znrr. Thus we need to find an integer z so that

"or'(t 
*'nn): 

"or433
For thisequality to hold, 4ntrfi mustbe a multiple of 2tr, andthis first happeus when'
n : 3 - Therefore we obtaia the entire graph if we choose values of 0 betwiin g = 0

. and 0 : 0 + 2(3)r = 6rr. The graph is shown in Figure 13.
q. 

Now Try Exercise 47
-1

FIGURE13 r= cos(zOlz)

0

e=+
FIGURE 11 r :1 * 2 cos g



EXAMPLE 8 * A Family of Polar Equations

Graphthe family of polar equations r: 1 * c sin 0 for c : 3,2.5,2,1..5, 1. How
does the shape ofthe graph change as c changes? ".

SOLUTION Figure 14 shows computer-drawn graphs for ttre given values of c. When
c ) 1, the gaph has an inner loop; the loop decreases in size as c decreases. When
c : 1, the loop disappears, and the graph becomes a cardioid (see Example 4).

SECTION 8.2 a Graphs of PolarEquations 59, \

t

FIGURE Ia A family of limagons r : 1 * c sin 0 in the viewiag rectanglel-2.5,2.5] by [-0.5, a.5]

Q:. Now Try Exercise 51

The box below gives a summary of some of the basic polar graphs used in calculus.

g

c:3.0 c=2.5 c:2.0 c:1.5 c:1.0

SOME COMMON POLAR CURVES

Cirdes and Spiral +
r=a
circ1e

l-

@
alb

limagon witr
irner loop

#
r = acosZ9
4-leaved rose

'f'q
rz : d sir-20

lemniscate

++!,
r: asin 0

circle
r: acos 0

circle
r:a0
spiral

,. Limagons

,-r:a -rDsin0

..r:a-rbcos0

. ("?0,b>0)
' Orientation depeads on
the tigonometric fu nction
(sine or cosine) and the sign ofi.

a) b a>2b
dimpled limagon gsaysa limagon

Roses

'-'r=asinn0
' r'= acosn0

' r-leaved if n is odd
'2z-leaved ifz is even r : a cos30

3-leaved rose
r:acos58
5-leaved rose

Lemniscates
Flgure-eight-shaped
curves


